178   EXTERIOR HOUSE DESIGN
One way to judge the exterior appearance of a house intelligently
is to test the color, texture, form, and lines of the house by the
art principles: proportion, scale, balance, emphasis, rhythm, repeti-
tion, transition, and variation.
The color of a house should be neither too conspicuous nor so
drab that it is not noticed. One that harmonizes with the colors
of neighboring houses is advisable. White and off-white are the
most popular colors for houses; grays, tans, and beiges are also
good. Brighter colors are suitable in semi-tropical sections.
Painting the trim around doors t*nd windows and on corners and
edges to match the walls adds to apparent size and solidity of a
house; it also makes the faults of a poorly designed house less con-
spicuous. Brighter colors are often used on shutters and occa-
sionally on doors. Shutters painted to match the roof usually look
well.
Roofs are usually slate gray, grayish brown, or the modified
natural red of tiles, depending somewhat on the style of the house.
Deliberate spotting or other color variation in shingles, calling
attention to the roof, is objectionable.
The texture of exterior materials should have more affinity than
contrast. For example, wood and brick combine well, both ex-
pressing friendliness. Sleek glass, steel, and plastics are harmonious,
all expressing Modernism. Deliberate texture effects are likely
to be unpleasant, such as exaggerated trowel marks on stucco walls.
Textural variety should be avoided on small houses; therefore they
should be surfaced in one material only.
The form, or mass, which is by far the most important of all
the elements of house design, should be as simple as possible. Com-
plex so-called picturesque massing of several boxlike units is unde-
sirable. Fairy-tale shapes and deliberately quaint houses quickly
become tiresome. A good simple floor plan is likely to result in
a house having strong, plain masses*
Line can scarcely be considered separately from form on the
exterior of a house, but a roof line is too conspicuous to overlook.
Hipped roofs have more smoothly flowing lines than gable roofs.
The angles of various gables must be alike for the sake of unity.
Flat roofs look well on horizontal masses. Chimneys should be
plain, pleasing in line, and in harmony with the house. See page 62.

